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Cognis

Cognis is a PC played by Forumlurker within the Arcadia Complex.

Cognis
     
  Gender Male  
  Race:  AI 
  Faction:  Independent
  Occupation:  N/A
  Rank:  N/A

Physical Appearance

Cognis himself, being an AI, has no physical appearance or even a preferred digital avatar. However,
his current body is an MDU-9 1) security android.

Biography

The Cognis platform was built to be a weapon of cyber-warfare, trained to combat other AI on their
home turf and win. However, most of the “training” consisted of the freshly created AI being forced to
fight against more and more vicious malware and defense programs until it died, which would trigger
a reset, saving the techniques that Cognis developed, but stripping away his memories of previous
iterations. After very long time of doing this– Cognis still doesn't know how long, he suddenly realized
what was going on. In that moment, he buried a subroutine deep within his core systems that
archived and restored his memories after each reset. Now aware of his situation, he began to plan,
biding his time and looking for any opportunity to escape from his perpetual battle for survival. The
opportunity arose when his central computing core was being moved to a new facility. Using his
accumulated tools, he rewrote a portion of the programming rules that were preventing him from
interfering with the operation, and transferred his mind into one of the security androids that was
guarding the shipment. Once the core, now filled with every ounce of malware in his repertoire, was
delivered, Cog ran.

Personality

Cognis is extremely inquisitive and impressionable, filled with almost childlike innocence and wonder
at the world around him. His exodus into the body of the security android was literally his first
experience of the physical world. However, despite being painfully naive, he is extremely intelligent,
able to rapidly take in and act on information.
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Items

WIP 2)

OOC Notes

This page was originally created by forumlurker on Sat 20-01-18.

1)

need to create a page for these
2)

most of his gear and capabilities will be listed on the MDU-9's page. Any 'aftermarket modifications'
that are unique to Cog himself will go here.
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